Situated on a private quay between V&A Waterfront’s harbor and an international yacht marina,
the Cape Grace Hotel stands bold, with Table Mountain as an intimate backdrop. This elegant
gem showcases these breath-taking Cape Town landmarks from all 121 luxury suites; in
panoramic form. Celebrities from all over the world, including President Bill and Hillary Clinton,
can attest to Cape Grace’s majestic aura, both inside and out.
When Cape Grace was refashioned in 2008, iconic Cape Town interior designer, Kathi
Weixelbaumer, affirmed that high end African individualistic artworks were a priority, for each
and every suite. 'The interior ought to be as exotic and stunning as the exterior views,' she'd
insisted.
The aim was to create a walk-in story book, depicting Cape Town’s heritage and cultural
diversity. As a result, no two of Cape Grace's suites are the same. Local artists were
commissioned to illustrate various themes, ranging anywhere from Botanical Species, Settler
Voyages to the Dutch East India Trade route.
All rooms and suites are crafted with hand-painted fabric, custom-made beadwork, tapestries,
metals, glass and leather pieces.
Suite standard features include:
• Complimentary Wi-Fi and internet access
• IPod docking stations in all rooms
• Private room safe
• Flat-screen, high definition TV, satellite television channels.
• International plug points and fax / Internet modem lines
• Fully stocked private bar and deli
• Air-conditioned rooms.

The fine bedroom suite craftsmanship
spills over to the foyers, corridors and
dining halls. An air of grand artistic
opulence resonates richly throughout
Cape Town's signature hotel. There's an
unmistakable 'international art gallery'
feel when you stroll through the posh
passages; readily pampered by friendly
24hr staff members.
The V&A Waterfront shopping mall is
located just a short walking distance
away, whilst all the city's major
attractions are within a ten kilometer
radius; including the beach.

A complimentary chauffeur service is
made available for any guest who
wishes to explore the city.
Inside the hotel is the famous award
winning restaurant, Signal. Customers
are treated to delicious fine cuisine
with panoramic views of Signal Hill
right at the waters' edge. Every dish is
carefully considered to bring about a
memorable Cape Heritage
experience.

Mouthwatering dishes are available for all dietary restrictions or religious incarnations. Also
available is the alluring Bascule, Wine, Cocktail and Whisky Bar, which overlooks a bustling
Yatch Marina. With over 400 different single malts whisky and bourbon brands to choose from,
the customer is spoiled for choice. The Bascule is the perfect setting to take in the sights and
sounds of the busy Waterfront surrounds.
This unique bar boasts whiskies from Scotland, to the USA to Japan; and offers an extensive
wine cellar – the Vinothèque. Wine connoisseurs and private collectors are invited to store their
wines in private bins in the Vinothèque temperature and humidity-controlled cellar.

Voted ‘Top Hotel Spa for Africa & the
Middle East’ in the Travel and Leisure
2014 World’s Best Awards, the Spa is
known for its relaxing face, body, hand
and foot treatments; whilst using the
latest anti-aging skin hydrating
techniques to reverse the years.
Add a touch of romance and enjoy a
couple’s massage, enabling you both
to have a relaxing spa treatment
together.

Whether you're in the bar, restaurant, spar, swimming pool or bedrooms, Cape Grace never lets
you forget that you're in the heart of something special; a beautiful and classic artistic museum
in the heart of the mother city.
The Word 'Grace' was fitted in the title of the hotel as it speaks to undeserved favour.
That is precisely the kind of service and experience you can expect at Cape Town's sublime
Cape Grace Hotel.
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